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Next Run No: 1677
Date: 10/09/12
Start: Norsworthy Bridge
On Down: Burrator Inn
Hares: Streaky
Scribe: Underlay
Highlights from Callington:
Firstly, unreserved apologies to Hobo: in last week’s Hash Mag it was unkindly suggested that he was
sporting a pair of bionic knees worth more than himself. It has since been confirmed that his knees are in fact
the originals and no doubt priceless; Grandpa is in fact the owner of bionic knees. As for Hobo’s shorts a
second opinion is needed
Gnasher and Tampax hared an enjoyable hash. Gnasher was somewhat gender confused at the start,
pointing the way to the cricket club behind the manwoman. It started with a pleasant urban jaunt and then
into some proper country, much to the relief of Racey who as always wanted “more dirt”. However, due to
the recent dry spell the mud was sadly lacking. No complaints though as the route provided fine Cornish
country views: hills, fields, sheep and bulls, or cows depending on how worried you wanted to be.

Wobbly deserves the prize of “Check Back Kid”: showing great athleticism and being first on the check to
investigate and throw us all off with his acting ability; he must have had some training at Rada.
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Back at the club house where the lack of food, not even a cheesy chip in sight, was compensated for by the
sensible price of the beer and surreal conversation. Cabin boy was accused of cheap skating being spotted
buying his dinner in the Co-op. Barney Rubble brought clarity to the evening with the latest on gold prices:
“gold is up x6 in as many years as paper is going down”. Biff received an award for 700 runs after receiving
her 1000 run trophy the week before, a bit of a negative reality inversion that one.

Points for clarification:





The ditty about the Irish fell running champion that Glani fell for?
What’s “dimpsy” it was apparently “a bit down there”?
Pimp taking Windy out with no protection?
Racey what’s this about swellings and how to make them harder

Points clarified:
 After a late night phone call, Streaky has revealed Norsworthy will be the start of next week’s hash
as opposed to Cadover Bridge, which has apparently too many bags of dog poo and other waste
products hanging about. She also has tendencies towards liberal communism or was it neo neonatal
conservative communism. But come the revolution brothers............and sisters.....
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